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Computing as a Utility

Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand 
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing 
resources (network bandwidth, data storage, applications, and 
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with 
minimal management effort or service provider interaction
Key ideas:

Move computing functions into large shared data centers
Gives the illusion of infinite resources on demand
Pay-as-you-go (as needed), no upfront cost
Elasticity: scale up or down, based on current needs
Automatically manage fault tolerance, redundancy, storage, load 
balancing, geographic distribution, security, software updates, etc
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Why?

Sharing resources among applications utilizes these resources 
better 
While the resource needs of an application may vary 
dramatically, the sum of the resource needs of many independent 
applications varies much less
Upfront setup cost is amortized over many applications
Cost is proportional to use
Improved service levels, fault tolerance, and availability
Rapid prototyping and market testing
Security infrastructure, better protection against network attacks
Self-service deployment
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Good for ...

Web hosting
Deployment of data-intensive web services

especially those with unpredictable load
... that require high availability

Storing massive amounts of data (backups, videos, logs, etc)
Off-line analysis of massive data
Large computing jobs on demand

jobs that require many CPUs

Alternatives:
Peer-to-peer computing (edge computing)

BitTorrent, multi-user games, Skype

Grid computing
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Current Trends

Cloud providers: Amazon, Google, Yahoo!, Microsoft, ...
they provide infrastructure and/or deployment platform
they offer them as web services and are billed on a utility basis

Amazon web services
Simple Storage Service (SS3)
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
Elastic MapReduce

Google App Engine
plus many office applications (Google docs), email etc
GWT: Google Web Toolkit

a development toolkit for building and optimizing complex browser-based 
applications
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Challenges

Data security
Have to depend on the security provided by the cloud host
Data protection against other applications
Protection against the cloud host
A cloud is a high value target to hackers
Data ownership issues
Moving sensitive data to the cloud

Performance variability
Lack of Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees

Data transfer bottlenecks
Financial cost
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MapReduce

“Simplified Data Processing on Large Clusters”,
by Dean and Ghermawat, Google Inc:
A simple and powerful interface that enables automatic 
parallelization and distribution of large-scale computations, 
combined with an implementation of this interface that achieves 
high performance on large clusters of commodity PCs

The following slides are based on  Dan Weld’s class at U. 
Washington (who in turn made his slides based on those by Jeff 
Dean, Sanjay Ghemawat, Google, Inc.)
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Motivation

Large-Scale Data Processing
Want to use 1000s of CPUs

But don’t want the hassle of managing things

MapReduce provides
Automatic parallelization & distribution
Fault tolerance
I/O scheduling
Monitoring & status updates
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Map/Reduce

Map/Reduce 
A programming model used in functional programming languages

Many data parallel problems can be phrased this way
Easy to distribute across nodes
Nice retry/failure semantics
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Map in Lisp (Scheme)

(map f list [list2 list3 …])

(map square ‘(1 2 3 4))
(1 4 9 16)

(reduce + ‘(1 4 9 16))
(+ 16 (+ 9 (+ 4 1) ) )

30

(reduce + (map square (map – l1 l2))))
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Map/Reduce ala Google

 map(key, val) is run on each item in set
emits new-key / new-val pairs

 reduce(key, vals) is run for each unique key emitted by map()
vals is a value list that contains all values associated with the same key
emits final output
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Counting Words in Documents

Input consists of (url, contents) pairs

map(key=url, val=contents):
For each word w in contents, emit (w, “1”)

reduce(key=word, values=uniq_counts):
Sum all “1”s in values list
Emit result “(word, sum)”
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Count, illustrated

map(key=url, val=contents):
For each word w in contents, emit (w, “1”)

reduce(key=word, values=uniq_counts):
Sum all “1”s in values list
Emit result “(word, sum)”

see bob throw
see spot run

see 1
bob 1 
run 1
see 1
spot 1
throw 1

bob 1 
run 1
see 2
spot 1
throw 1
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Grep

Input consists of (url+offset, single line)

map(key=url+offset, val=line):
If contents matches regexp, emit (line, “1”)

reduce(key=line, values=uniq_counts):
Don’t do anything; just emit line
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Reverse Web-Link Graph

Map
For each URL linking to target, …

Output <target, source> pairs 

Reduce
Concatenate list of all source URLs

Outputs: <target, list (source)> pairs
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Example uses: 

distributed grep   distributed sort   web link-graph reversal 

term-vector / host web access log stats inverted index construction 

document clustering machine learning statistical machine translation 

... ... ...

MapReduce Programs In Google Source Tree 
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Typical cluster: 

•  100s/1000s of 2-CPU x86 machines, 2-4 GB of memory 
•  Limited bisection bandwidth 
•  Storage is on local IDE disks 
•  GFS: distributed file system manages data (SOSP'03) 
•  Job scheduling system: jobs made up of tasks,   

 scheduler assigns tasks to machines 

Implementation is a C++ library linked into user programs 
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Execution

How is this distributed?
Partition input key/value pairs into chunks, run map() tasks in parallel
After all map()s are complete, consolidate all emitted values for each 
unique emitted key
Now partition space of output map keys, and run reduce() in parallel

If map() or reduce() fails, re-execute!
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JobTracker

TaskTracker 0TaskTracker 1 TaskTracker 2

TaskTracker 3 TaskTracker 4 TaskTracker 5

1. Client submits “grep” job, indicating code 
and input files

2. JobTracker breaks the input file into k 
chunks, (in this case 6) and assigns work to 
tasktrackers.

3. After map(), tasktrackers exchange map-
output to build reduce() keyspace

4. JobTracker breaks reduce() keyspace into m 
chunks (in this case 6). Assigns work.

5. reduce() output may go to NDFS

“grep”

Job Processing
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Execution 
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Parallel Execution 
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Handled via re-execution
Detect failure via periodic heartbeats
Re-execute completed + in-progress map tasks

Why?

Re-execute in progress reduce tasks
Task completion committed through master 

Robust: lost 1600/1800 machines once, finished ok
Semantics in presence of failures

Fault Tolerance / Workers
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Slow workers significantly delay completion time 
Other jobs consuming resources on machine 

Bad disks w/ soft errors transfer data slowly 

Weird things: processor caches disabled (!!) 

Solution: Near end of phase, spawn backup tasks 
Whichever one finishes first "wins" 

Dramatically shortens job completion time 

Refinement: Redundant Execution
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Refinement: Locality Optimization

Master scheduling policy: 
Asks GFS for locations of replicas of input file blocks 
Map tasks typically split into 64MB (GFS block size) 
Map tasks scheduled so GFS input block replica are on same 
machine or same rack 

Effect
Thousands of machines read input at local disk speed 

Without this, rack switches limit read rate
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Refinement: Skipping Bad Records

Map/Reduce functions sometimes fail for particular inputs 
Best solution is to debug & fix

Not always possible ~ third-party source libraries 

On segmentation fault: 
Send UDP packet to master from signal handler 
Include sequence number of record being processed 

If master sees two failures for same record: 
Next worker is told to skip the record 
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Sorting guarantees 
within each reduce partition 

Compression of intermediate data 

Combiner
Useful for saving network bandwidth 

Local execution for debugging/testing 

User-defined counters

Other Refinements
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Rewrote Google's production indexing
System using MapReduce 

Set of 10, 14, 17, 21, 24 MapReduce operations 
New code is simpler, easier to understand 

3800 lines C++  700

MapReduce handles failures, slow machines 
Easy to make indexing faster 

add more machines

Experience
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Number of jobs 29,423 
Average job completion time 634 secs 
Machine days used 79,186 days 

Input data read 3,288 TB 
Intermediate data produced 758 TB 
Output data written 193 TB 

Average worker machines per job 157
Average worker deaths per job 1.2
Average map tasks per job 3,351 
Average reduce tasks per job 55 

Unique map implementations 395 
Unique reduce implementations 269 
Unique map/reduce combinations 426

Usage in Aug 2004
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An open-source project for reliable, scalable, distributed 
computing, developed by Apache

          http://hadoop.apache.org/
Hadoop includes these subprojects:

Hadoop Common: The common utilities that support the other Hadoop 
subprojects.
HDFS: A distributed file system that provides high throughput access to 
application data.
MapReduce: A software framework for distributed processing of large 
data sets on compute clusters.
Hive: A data warehouse infrastructure that provides data summarization 
and ad hoc querying.
Pig: A high-level data-flow language and execution framework for parallel 
computation.

The following slides are based on the Yahoo! Hadoop tutorial
          http://developer.yahoo.com/hadoop/tutorial/

http://hadoop.apache.org/
http://developer.yahoo.com/hadoop/tutorial/
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HDFS

In a Hadoop cluster, data is distributed to all the nodes of the 
cluster as it is being loaded in
The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) splits large data files 
into chunks which are managed by different nodes in the cluster

each chunk is replicated across several machines
data is conceptually record-oriented
which data operated on by a node is chosen based on its locality to the node

moving computation to the data, instead of moving the data to the computation
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HDFS

The design of HDFS is based on the design of the Google File 
System (GFS)
HDFS is a block-structured file system

individual files are broken into blocks of a fixed size (default is 64MB) 

Blocks are stored across a cluster of one or more machines with 
data storage capacity
Individual machines in the cluster are referred to as DataNodes
A file can be made of several blocks, and they are not necessarily 
stored on the same machine

the target machines which hold each block are chosen randomly on a 
block-by-block basis
files do not become unavailable by the loss of any one of those machines

each block is replicated across a number of machines (3, by default)

Metadata are stored reliably and synchronized by a single 
machine, called the NameNode
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Isolated computation tasks

Records are processed in isolation by tasks called Mappers
The output from the Mappers is then brought together into a 
second set of tasks called Reducers, where results from different 
mappers can be merged together
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A Closer Look
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Stages of a MapReduce program

InputFormat: describes how input files are split up and read
Selects the files or other objects that should be used for input
Defines the InputSplits that break a file into tasks
Provides a factory for RecordReader objects that read the file

Mapper: Given a key and a value, the map() method emits (key, 
value) pair(s) which are forwarded to the Reducers
Shuffle: moving map outputs to the reducers
Each reducer is associated with a different key space (a partition)

all values for the same key are sent to the same partition
default partitioner:  key-hash-value  %  number-of-reducers

Sort: The set of intermediate keys in a partition is sorted before 
they are presented to the Reducer
Reduce: For each different key in the partition assigned to a 
Reducer, the Reducer's reduce() method is called once
OutputFormat: The (key, value) pairs are written to output files
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The Optional Combiner
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A simple MapReduce program

Word Count: how many times different words appear in a set of 
files?
High-Level MapReduce Word Count:

mapper (filename, file-contents):

    for each word in file-contents:

        emit (word, 1)

reducer (word, values):

    sum = 0

    for each value in values:

          sum = sum + value

    emit (word, sum)

Expected output:
sweet 1

this     2

is        2

the     2

foo     1

bar     1
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Java Source of the Mapper

public static class MapClass extends MapReduceBase

    implements Mapper<LongWritable, Text, Text, IntWritable> {

    private final static IntWritable one = new IntWritable(1);

    private Text word = new Text();

    public void map( LongWritable key, Text value,

                               OutputCollector<Text, IntWritable> output,

                               Reporter reporter) throws IOException {

      String line = value.toString();

      StringTokenizer itr = new StringTokenizer(line);

      while (itr.hasMoreTokens()) {

           word.set(itr.nextToken());

           output.collect(word, one);

      }

 } }
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The Reducer

public static class Reduce extends MapReduceBase

    implements Reducer<Text, IntWritable, Text, IntWritable> {

    public void reduce( Text key, Iterator<IntWritable> values,

                                   OutputCollector<Text, IntWritable> output,

                                   Reporter reporter) throws IOException {

      int sum = 0;

      while (values.hasNext()) {

           sum += values.next().get();

      }

      output.collect(key, new IntWritable(sum));

    }

  }
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The Driver

public void run(String inputPath, String outputPath) throws Exception {

    JobConf conf = new JobConf(WordCount.class);

    conf.setJobName("wordcount");

    // the keys are words (strings)

    conf.setOutputKeyClass(Text.class);

    // the values are counts (ints)

    conf.setOutputValueClass(IntWritable.class);

    conf.setMapperClass(MapClass.class);

    conf.setReducerClass(Reduce.class);

    FileInputFormat.addInputPath(conf, new Path(inputPath));

    FileOutputFormat.setOutputPath(conf, new Path(outputPath));

    JobClient.runJob(conf);

  }
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A Join between Employee and Department

class Employee implements Writable {

    public String name;

    public int dno;

    public String address;

    Employee ( String n, int d, String a ) {

         name = n; dno = d; address = a;

    }

    public void write ( DataOutput out ) {

          out.writeInt(dno);

          out.writeUTF(name);

          out.writeUTF(address);

    }

    public void readFields ( DataInput in ) {

          dno = in.readInt();

          name = in.readUTF();

          address = in.readUTF();

    }

}

class Department implements Writable {

    public String name;

    public int dno;

    Department ( String n, int d ) {

         name = n; dno = d;

    }

    public void write ( DataOutput out )  {

          out.writeInt(dno);

          out.writeUTF(name);

    }

    public void readFields ( DataInput in )  {

          dno = in.readInt();

          name = in.readUTF();

    }

}
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Need also to Serialize the Map Output

class Result implements Writable {

    public String ename;

    public String dname;

    Result ( String en, String dn ) {

         ename = en; dname = dn;

    }

    public void write ( DataOutput out ) {

          out.writeUTF(ename);

          out.writeUTF(dname);

    }

    public void readFields ( DataInput in )  {

           ename = in.readUTF();

           dname = in.readUTF();

    }

    public String toString () { return ename+" "+dname; }

}
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Join Requires two Mappers

public class Join {

  public static class EmployeeMapper extends Mapper<Object, Text, IntWritable, EmpDept >{

      public void map ( Object key, Text value, Context context )  {

          Scanner s = new Scanner(value.toString()).useDelimiter(",");

          Employee e = new Employee(s.next(),s.nextInt(),s.next());

          context.write(new IntWritable(e.dno),new EmpDept(e));

          s.close();

      }

  }

  public static class DepartmentMapper extends Mapper<Object, Text, IntWritable, EmpDept >{

      public void map ( Object key, Text value, Context context )  {

          Scanner s = new Scanner(value.toString()).useDelimiter(",");

          Department d = new Department(s.next(),s.nextInt());

          context.write(new IntWritable(d.dno),new EmpDept(d));

          s.close();

      }

  }
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The Join Reducer

  public static class ResultReducer

                               extends Reducer<IntWritable, EmpDept, IntWritable, Result> {

      static Vector<Employee> emps = new Vector();

      static Vector<Department> depts = new Vector();

      public void reduce ( IntWritable key, Iterable<EmpDept> values, Context context ) {

         emps.clear();

         depts.clear();

         for (EmpDept v: values)

                 if (v.tag == 0)

                     emps.add(v.employee);

                 else depts.add(v.department);

         for ( Employee e: emps )

                 for ( Department d: depts )

                         context.write(key,new Result(e.name,d.name));

    } }
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Hive

An open-source project by Facebook
provides a logical RDBMS environment on top of the MapReduce engine, 
well-suited for data warehousing

Using its high-level query language, HiveQL, users can write 
declarative queries, which are optimized and translated into 
MapReduce jobs that are executed using Hadoop
HiveQL has many limitations:

handles a small subset of SQL
uses SQL-like syntax for querying data sets but uses vector indexing for 
nested collections
does not allow query nesting in predicates and select expressions

Because of these limitations, HiveQL enables users to plug-in 
custom MapReduce scripts into queries
No comprehensive framework for query optimization (as yet)
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Hive Example

CREATE TABLE customer (CUSTKEY int, NAME string)

ROW FORMAT DELIMITED

FIELDS TERMINATED BY '|'

STORED AS TEXTFILE;

CREATE TABLE orders 

       (ORDERKEY string, CUSTKEY int, ORDERSTATUS string, TOTALPRICE float)

ROW FORMAT DELIMITED

FIELDS TERMINATED BY '|'

STORED AS TEXTFILE;

LOAD DATA LOCAL INPATH 'customer.tbl'

OVERWRITE INTO TABLE customer;

LOAD DATA LOCAL INPATH 'orders.tbl'

OVERWRITE INTO TABLE orders;
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Hive Queries

select avg(TOTALPRICE) from orders;

select c.NAME, o.TOTALPRICE

from Orders o join Customer c on (o.CUSTKEY=c.CUSTKEY);

select CUSTKEY, sum(TOTALPRICE)

from orders

group by CUSTKEY;

select CUSTKEY, sum(TOTALPRICE)

from orders

group by CUSTKEY

having sum(TOTALPRICE) > 10000;

select c.NAME, sum(o.TOTALPRICE)

from Orders o join Customer c on (o.CUSTKEY=c.CUSTKEY)

group by c.NAME;
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